
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

STEM RESEARCH PROJECT VIDEO TIPS 

Because this year’s Green STEM Summit is virtual, SCEEC will be holding a STEM research 

project video competition in lieu of a local research project poster contest. This is a 

great opportunity for Grades 6 to 12 and community college students to share your 

innovative ideas to “use STEM to make a greener world” in a fun and visually stimulating 

format. Video Topics must address one of the following sustainability categories: 

climate change, natural resource conservation, recyclable materials, sustainable foods, 

biodiversity (e.g., invasive species), water quality, Santa Clara River Watershed or 

another STEM-related sustainability topic. The following tips will help make the most of 

your video and wow the judges! Read on to learn where to find stock footage, how to 

get clean audio, and more.  

Tip #1: Keep it short and sweet  
The video presentation should be a maximum of two minutes, so it’s important to boil 

down the message to your key points. The judges will be looking for an overview of your 

problem statement, proposed solution, design, and benefits to human health and the 

environment from a sustainability standpoint. Use your time wisely to discuss data 

analysis, prototypes or models you build, and results, insights or discoveries made during 

the research and design process.  

 

In order to make sure that you hit all the important points, write a script or storyboard for 

the video before you start shooting. Storyboards are an effective way to help visualize 

and plan what you want to show and say. This will make shooting and editing faster 

and more efficient as well.  

Be aware: Points will be docked if your video is too long or too short! 

Tip #2: Make it compelling and relevant 
Your video topic should focus on one of the sustainability issues noted above. The 

medium of video allows you to show your idea in action. A well-made video allows you 

to connect with the judges using imagery, sound, music and a unique personality or 

“tone.” One of the most important aspects of a compelling video is the opening.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

In order to “hook” the audience, the first 30 seconds should grab the viewer’s attention 

by clearly describing the problem, its proposed solution and benefits to people and 

planet.  The topic should be a known local, regional or global issue with a relevant, 

sustainable solution that applies to the local, regional or global community. 

Example: A topic on smog in Southern California should have regional solution. 

Tip #3: Check permissions and include credits 
You may add your own special touches to your video. Even if your video contains all 

original footage and sound, you should credit all student roles (e.g., sound, editing, 

camera, etc.) at the end of the video. (NOTE: video credits do not count towards the 2-

minute time limit.) If you use stock video or photos, graphics, animation, music or sound 

(that you did not create yourself) to illustrate your points, you must have permission to 

do so, either by contacting the creator, purchasing it, or using material licensed under 

Creative Commons. If you’re unsure, err on the side of caution and only use material 

that is specifically available for public use. The same goes for any music or sound in a 

video - make sure that it’s available for public use or obtain permission. 

Be sure to use graphics relevant to the topic and cite sources, including scientific 

research referenced in the video. 

Here are some free/low-cost resources: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Be sure to credit/cite the sources for all video, photos, and music that are used in your video. A 

handy guideline for how to attribute items licensed under Creative Commons can be found 

here. 

Tip #4: A word about the scientific method 
Your research project video must clearly describe a problem, its proposed solution and 

benefits to people and planet using the scientific method. Your goal is to discover 

cause and effect relationships by asking questions, carefully gathering and examining 

the evidence, and seeing if all the available information can be combined into a 

logical answer. It is critical that your video demonstrates that you: asked a question, did 

background research, constructed a hypothesis, tested the hypothesis by design of an 

experiment, analyzed the data, drew a conclusion and effectively communicated the 

results. 

Imagery  
Flickr  
Wikimedia 
Commons  

FreeImages  

Pixabay 

Music:  
YouTube’s audio library  
Vimeo’s music store  

Jewelbeat  

Free Music Archive 
 

Stock video footage:  
Internet Archive  
Pond5  
Videvo  

Pexels  

Videoblocks  
 

https://creativecommons.org/
https://creativecommons.org/use-remix/
https://www.flickr.com/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://www.freeimages.com/
https://pixabay.com/
https://www.youtube.com/c/YouTubeAudioLibraryDownload/about?disable_polymer=1
https://vimeo.com/musicstore
http://www.jewelbeat.com/free/free-background-music.htm
https://freemusicarchive.org/
https://archive.org/index.php
https://www.pond5.com/
https://www.videvo.net/
https://www.pexels.com/videos/
https://www.storyblocks.com/video


 

 

 

 

For a good explanation of how the Scientific Method works, check out this video on 

Khan Academy. 

Tip #5: Making a video on a small budget 
Getting clean voice over audio: Don’t worry if you don’t have access to professional 

recording equipment. Recording voice over audio on a smartphone works just as good. 

If you, or your school, has a digital recorder, that would be another great option. Just 

make sure you are in a quiet room and that you go over your recording to make sure 

you use the cleanest audio possible. A helpful hint: one of the best places to record in a 

home is a clothes closet. You can take your smartphone into the closet and get great 

audio!  

Shooting and lighting tips: There are lots of solid tutorials available online for how to 

shoot, light, and edit videos. The best part is, students don’t need expensive equipment 

to create a great-looking video. Smartphones can work perfectly well, so no fancy 

cameras needed. Editing on iMovie is an affordable and accessible option. To get 

more detailed tips, Vimeo’s video school is an excellent source for tutorials. And, if you 

want to get really fancy, here are two great videos about how to put together a 

lighting kit for less than $100: Wistia’s “down-and-dirty” lighting kit tutorial, and 

Stillmotion’s video on how to create a good lighting set-up for $26.  

Tip #6: Successfully uploading your video 
Once complete, please upload your video to your YouTube account and be sure 

choose “Public” under the “Visibility” setting.  Then paste the link onto the SCEEC 

Google Doc Submission Form along with your contact information, project title and 

STEM topic focus area (Engineering & Technology, Advanced Manufacturing, Natural & 

Physical Sciences, Environmental Art, Ethics & Design or Biomimicry & Biotechnology). 

We will upload your video onto the SCEEC YouTube Channel for the judges to evaluate 

and score your project. To ensure your video will not have any issues getting uploaded, 

here are the YouTube Community Guidelines.  

 

Good luck! We can’t wait to see what you create. 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/high-school-biology/hs-biology-foundations/hs-biology-and-the-scientific-method/v/the-scientific-method
https://support.apple.com/imovie
https://vimeo.com/blog/category/video-school/
https://wistia.com/learn/production/down-and-dirty-lighting-kit
https://vimeo.com/55993146
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tVQ5OGrcUBx_g2lH-bsOzk1oiM0Vab-PQoUrEtYCRn8/edit
https://www.youtube.com/howyoutubeworks/policies/community-guidelines/#community-guidelines

